
Leading a Performance Conversation

The future of organizational performance is evolving. Where every individual 
proactively leads and accepts accountability not only for their actual results, but the 
setting of personal performance expectations aligned to the organization as well as 
measuring, reviewing, adjusting, and delivering those results.  

A key evolution in this process is moving from 6 month and annual performance 
reviews conducted by a manager to every 30-45-day performance connections that 
are led by the employee and supported by the manager.  Use the CARE model to 
assist in developing, delivering, and reinforcing this connection time.

Leading the Performance Connection

Establishing personal clarity prior to the actual performance connection meeting.

 -  Role/responsibilities – Obtain job descriptions and position competencies, 
     if available, from HR.  If none exists, create one based on your knowledge and 
     experience performing in the role.

 -  Identify the organization/department vision, goals, and values that guide your work and  
     performance environment.

	 -		Gather	past	performance	reviews/360	profile	feedback,	etc,	if	available.

 -  Establish the expectations your manager should have for your performance.

 -  Identify your career potential/aspirations. 

 -  List your training/development needs.

	 -		Define	what	personal	development	and	actual	performance	success	will	look	like	from		
     your perspective to share with your manager.
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Leading a Performance Conversation

Lead	the	performance	connection	with	your	manager	-	first	session	being	about	an	hour,	while	
follow-on sessions should be 15-20 minute update connections.

 -  The goal is to gain agreement and alignment to the roles/responsibilities of your work.

 -  Ensure you and your leader are in agreement with the goals and performance direction. 

 -  Set expectations with your manager, not them setting expectations with you.  You own  
     your performance and they support it.

This alignment conversation is led by you and supported and coached by your manager.  If there 
are gaps in your alignment and expectations with your leader continue to work until you both agree 
you are aligned on performance and a personal development plan.

Prior to and during the performance connection it is important to identify the following (and any 
other) resources that will be needed to achieve success.

   -  People    -  Technology

   -  Processes     -  Training

Identify actions, activities, and behaviors that will be required by you, your manager, and from your 
sphere	of	influence	(team,	coach,	mentor,	and	others)	that	will	ensure	performance	success.

 -  Schedule next performance connection update 30-45 days out.


